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Who to Contact on the Executive Committee
Chairman Phil Moon

82 Greenleaf Gardens, Polegate,
E Sussex BN26 6PH

Tel: 0870 321 6000

e-mail: chair@hbauk.com
Main contact with statutory bodies.
Ambassadors
Treasurer Julie Cox

Hospital Broadcasting Association,
PO Box 341, Messingham,
Scunthorpe DN15 5EG

Tel: 0870 321 6004

e-mail: finance@hbauk.com
Financial matters (other than
subscriptions)
President June Snowden
P.O. Box 76, Ely, CB6 3WH

Tel: 0870 321 6009

e-mail: president@hbauk.com
Station visits, represent HBA
publicly, print and present long
service certificates

Deputy Chairman Iain Lee

Hospital Broadcasting Association,
PO Box 341, Messingham,
Scunthorpe DN15 5EG
Tel: 0870 321 6014
e-mail: deputychief@hbauk.com

Sub committee chairman.
Special projects
General Secretary
Nigel Dallard

54 St. Annes Close, Badger Farm,
Winchester, Hampshire SO22 4LQ

Tel: 0870 321 6003

e-mail: secretary@hbauk.com
General correspondence, Company
Secretary, annual review

Regional Manager Dave Lockyer

Hospital Broadcasting Association,
PO Box 341, Messingham,
Scunthorpe DN15 5EG

Tel: 0870 321 6005

e-mail: regions@hbauk.com
Regional meetings, contacts, setting
up a region etc.

Sales & Advertising Executive
Paul Sysum

Editor
Michelle Newstead

Tel: 0870 321 6026

Tel: 0870 321 6011

Hospital Broadcasting Association,
PO Box 341, Messingham,
Scunthorpe DN15 5EG

e-mail: advertising@hbauk.com
All Corporate sales for HBA

Hospital Broadcasting Association,
PO Box 341, Messingham,
Scunthorpe DN15 5EG

e-mail: onair@hbauk.com
On Air magazine

Technical Adviser
Geoff Fairbairn

Webmaster Mark Venus

Tel: 0870 321 6012

Tel: 0870 321 6018

Hospital Broadcasting Association,
PO Box 341, Messingham,
Scunthorpe DN15 5EG

e-mail: technical@hbauk.com
Technical matters

Hospital Broadcasting Association,
PO Box 341, Messingham,
Scunthorpe DN15 5EG

e-mail: webmaster@hbauk.com
Maintenance of HBA website

Acting Public Relations
Manager
Sean Dunderdale

Conference Bookings Emma Sysum

Tel: 0870 321 6008

Training Bookings John Bryson
Tel: 0870 765 9615

Hospital Broadcasting Association,
PO Box 341, Messingham,
Scunthorpe DN15 5EG

e-mail: publicrelations@hbauk.com
Press & public relations, charity profile

General Enquiries
Tel: 0870 321 6019

e-mail: info@hbauk.com

Tel: 0870 321 6017

e-mail: conferences@hbauk.com

e-mail: training@hbauk.com

Membership Enquiries
Tel: 0870 321 6003

e-mail: membership@hbauk.com
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Hi Everyone,

Welcome to a bumper Hospital Radio Awards edition of
On Air, where you will find all the winners and news items of
the event, on what can only be described as fantastic.
Sincere thanks must to go Sean, Iain and all of the
Conference team on organising such a slick event. Special
thanks must also go to Emma Sysum on facilitating the best
Trade Show for years.
I often get complaints from members that they don’t get to
see a copy of On Air. Each station receives two copies of the
magazine, so please make sure that they are circulated widely
throughout the station so that all members get a chance to read
them. Don’t forget also, that you can read the latest copy of On
Air, and indeed, all issues since the hundredth edition on the
website.
Enjoy the memories of an excellent Award ceremony and
please keep sending me your stories and photographs,
Michelle

DIARY DATES
HBA National Training Event
Ramada Leeds Parkway Hotel
2012 Conference, Northampton
2013 Conference, Blackpool

FrONT COvEr STOrY
Winner of the John Whitney
Award, Patrick Mizha, receives his
award from HBA President June
Snowden.

Our Ambassadors: Dr Chris Steele, MBE; Ken Bruce and Alex Lester

On Air is the Official Journal of the HBA which is the trading name of the National Association of Hospital
Broadcasting Organisations, a Company limited by guarantee.
Registered in England No. 2750147. A Registered Charity No. 1015501.
Registered office: Mariners House, 24 Nelsons Gardens, Hedge End, Southampton, SO30 2NE.

On Air is distributed free of charge to all member stations of the Association plus interested parties.

All material is ©2010 of HBA and may not be reproduced in any form without the written authority of the Editor.
Views expressed in the magazine are not necessarily those of HBA, or the Editor but are the personal opinion of the contributor.
Whilst every effort is taken to ensure the accuracy of the publication, all advertisements and articles appear in good faith
and HBA and the Editor accept no responsibility for any errors or inaccuracies.

Address for On-Air: The Editor, On Air, 2 Falkland Close, Boreham, Chelmsford, Essex CM3 3DD

Tel: 0870 321 6011

Email: onair@hbauk.com
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Board Report
Welcomes and Goodbyes
The last few months have seen
some further changes to the HBA
team. Recently David Abrey stood
down as South East Regional Rep and
Steve Allen did likewise in the Wales &
West region. Thanks for your hard
work gents. In their places, I'd like to
welcome Jason Cook and Darran
Huish respectively.
Paul Easton has also stood down as
Programme Adviser after five years in
the role. Once again, thanks for your
help Paul.
And following appeals in this
magazine and at conference, we have
had a number of new volunteers offer
their services: Brenda Massie has
joined the conference team, John
Bryson has joined the training
network, Darren Whittenham-Gray
has volunteered to take the minutes of
Trustee Board meetings and we're in
the process of following-up on a
further offer of help.
If you'd like to offer your services to
HBA in any way, please do get in
touch. Let us know what your skills
are, what you'd be interested in doing
and how much time you'd be able to
give and we'll see what we can do.
The more folks that get involved,
the more the Association can do and
the less work there is for the existing
volunteers.

Conference & Awards
Ceremony
I hope that all of you who attended
our national Conference near
Maidstone back in March both enjoyed
yourself and came away a little more
knowledgeable about hospital
broadcasting than when you arrived.
Thanks go from the Trustee Board to
the Conference and Awards team for a
very well-run event.
Congratulations must also go to all
stations and individuals who picked up
an award. If you haven't done so
already, please listen to the winning
entries on our website.
The star of the weekend was, I'm
sure those who were there will agree,
Patrick Mizha, who came all the way
from Zimbabwe to learn about how we
do hospital radio here in the UK and
found himself the proud recipient of
the John Whitney award for an
outstanding contribution to hospital
radio. I'm sure that there's plenty more
about the weekend, including a report
from Patrick himself, elsewhere in this
magazine, so I'll stop there, other than
to say, if you have any equipment
surplus to requirements, please do
ON AIR <http://www.hbauk.com>

More details on both of these events
in the coming weeks on the website
(www.hbauk.com/training), and via
our ‘HBA Announce’ e-mail list.

What do you want from
the HBA?

by Nigel Dallard, Secretary
contact Patrick to see if it would be of
any use to Hospinet in Harare; he tells
me that they're in desperate need of
equipment to rebuild their studio and
that he has garnered support from the
Zimbabwean community in the UK
during his visit, so the shipping costs
will not be a problem.

Membership subscriptions
Immediately on my return from
conference, I started the annual
membership renewals process. All
stations and individual associate
members should have received an
invitation to renew by e-mail and
those requesting it will also have
received the invitation by post.
As I type, 139 stations have
renewed their membership. If your
station has not done so (check the
membership certificate that should be
on the wall or contact me for
confirmation), please remind the
appropriate person to do so; my time
is so much better spent doing things
other than chasing membership fees!

HBA Training Network
After the South Region's successful
Training Day on recruiting, motivating
and retaining volunteers, the Wales &
West region are planning a re-run in
Bath in August.
This year's national training event is
being held on 15th October , 2011 at
the Ramada Leeds Parkway Hotel,
close to Leeds Bradford Airport.
This year we hope to have Eric
Simpson covering the speech and
interview side of presentation and a
highly practical health & safety
workshop specifically targeted at the
needs of hospital radio stations run by
Martyn Smith, an ex-NHS
professional, now a health and safety
consultant.
Page 2

The Trustee Board is about to start
a major consultative exercise to try
and determine what it is that
members want from their national
association, what it is that we're doing
right, what we could be doing better,
what we're not doing that we should
be doing and what we're doing that we
shouldn't be.
Over the coming months, please
look out for questionnaires and
surveys, discussions at regional
meetings, etc, etc.
In the meantime, if you have any
views you'd like to share, please do so.
Once we've got an idea of what HBA
should be doing, we'll then be looking
at what the best structure is to enable
us to deliver – which brings me back to
volunteers again!

Keep on Running

Bob Sullivan and Mike Bradley of
PTS Widnes completed the Liverpool
half marathon in 2 hours 7 minutes
on behalf of Radio Halton on 27th
March. There were around 6,500
runners competing in almost perfect
conditions. It was a carnival
atmosphere as the sun broke through
to welcome the runners home.
John Kenwright and Pam
Eastwood from Radio Halton were
there to cheer the lads on.
Sponsorship money raised will pay
towards redecorating the studio in
Halton Hospital, which is in need of
a refurb. Radio Halton committee
would like to thank the lads for their
fantastic efforts and also everyone
who sponsored Mike and Bob.
The amount raised will be
published on the Radio Halton web
site at www.radiohalton.org
Spring 2011
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Hospital Radio Awards 2011
Many thanks to Don Bannister, Sean Dunderdale and Darren Huish for the photographs

ON AIR <http://www.hbauk.com>
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Hospital Radio Awards 2011
This year's National Hospital Radio
Awards came within seconds of being
abandoned! Those at the ceremony
will know how the start of the show
was dramatically halted when a
burning smell started filling the front
of the room. Award's presenter and coproducer, Sean Dunderdale realised
something was wrong moments after
the Lincolnshire band The Substitutes
took to the stage, opening the
ceremony with their version of the
Plan B song ‘She Said.’ Sean said, ‘We
knew something was burning but
couldn't tell what it was. From our
vantage point it smelt like something
electrical – but as we couldn't see any
smoke we wondered what it was.’
As the band finished playing, Sean
swung into his own Plan B, grabbing a
microphone and going into the crowd
to chat to a few of those attending and
getting everyone to sing Happy
Birthday to a member of Dudley
Hospital Radio. On stage, meanwhile,
the team from Warwick Corporate
Events started checking all their
equipment both on and off the stage.
With the burning smell getting worse,
co-producer Iain Lee feared the worse.
Being an electrical engineer he knew
how damaging and how quick an
electrical fire can burn out of control,
so he started making his way for the
main lights and was about to evacuate
the room when the culprit was
revealed ... someone on Table11, who
will remain nameless, had turned
around to watch the band perform,
placing their napkin behind them on
the table and directly on top of a tea
light candle! The quick actions of
others at the table meant the napkin
was extinguished quickly, leaving
behind the charred remains that had
caused the concern. Ironically, Sean
later revealed that the hotel had only
placed tea light candles on the tables
because they'd been told that using
actual candlesticks were a fire hazard!

Plymouth Play it Perfectly
It was Hospital Radio Plymouth's
night at this year's Awards with three
Gold wins: The team won Station of
the Year prize, Best Specialist
Programme while Kieran Crowhurst
won the prestigious Volunteer of the
Year award. Andrew Hill also took
bronze in the Male Presenter of the
Year category.
Other successes included last year's
Newcomer of the Year, Louise
Croombs, being awarded Best Female
Presenter this time around, much to
the delight of her colleagues at
Hospital Radio Reading.
ON AIR <http://www.hbauk.com>

Anita Hepple also celebrated, as last
year's Bronze Female Presenter was
named Silver at this year's ceremony.
A host of guests presented the
trophies including Visit Kent's
Amanda Cottrell, FieldMedia's Kevin
Field and awards judges Barnie
Choudhury, Paul Sylvester, Scott
Robert and Paul Easton.
The judges told the ceremony they
were staggered at the high standards
of all the entries, not just those
announced as winners on the night.
They agreed it had been a difficult task
in deciding an overall winner and
urged many, especially those in the
Newcomer and Presenter of the Year
categories, to consider a career in fulltime radio as they thought they
sounded that good!
The biggest loser of the night was
Awards’ host, Sean Dunderdale, who
faced a barrage of insults from his
guest presenters. Paul Sylvester,
Executive producer at Absolute Radio
looked at Sean and told the ceremony:
‘ So this is what Little Britain's Matt
Lucas gets up to on a Saturday night.’
Amanda Cottrell got into an argument
with Sean as to who had the better
Cathedral – Canterbury in Kent or
Lincoln Cathedral, Sean's home city,
while HBA Chairman Phil Moon called
Sean SIMON after Sean accidentally
got Phil's name wrong when inviting
him to announce the winners!
The biggest cheers of the night were
for HBA Ambassadors Ken Bruce and
Dr Chris Steele. Both spoke, via the
video screen, congratulating
volunteers on the work being done
across the country. Dr Chris also
quoted from the last edition of On Air
magazine, agreeing with comments
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made by Editor, Michelle Newstead
about a recent report showing how
playing favourite music and games
such as bingo, is good for patients –
and something hospital radio's been
doing now for 85 years!

PM praises a ‘Friend at
the Bedside’
The Prime Minister has praised the
work of Hospital Radio volunteers; 85
years after the first service took to the
airwaves. David Cameron delivered a
video address to launch Hospital
Broadcasting Week, as part of the
National Hospital Radio Awards
ceremony in Maidstone. Here's what
he had to say:
‘I'm delighted to support the
National Hospital Radio Awards and to
mark the start of Hospital
Broadcasting Week 2011. For 85 years,
broadcasters have been bringing
humour and fun to hospital wards. In
that time they've given comfort to
millions of people. We all know how
unsettling it is to go into hospitals and
how worrying it is to see your loved
ones there. That's why Hospital
Broadcasting performs such an
important job. By making people listen
and making them laugh, you make
them feel more at home – whether it's
interacting with the patients, playing
their favourite song, providing sports
commentary or playing bingo on the
wards, you are a true friend at the
bedside. And this doesn't just cheer
people up, studies have shown it
actually aids their recovery. So, I want
to thank those volunteers for putting
in the hours at hospitals up and down
the country. Keep up the great work.’
Spring 2011
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Hospital Radio Awards 2011
Volunteer of the Year:
Kieran Crowhurst
Hospital Radio Plymouth

More communication has also been
promised between Hospedia and
individual stations, with a web portal
being examined, that could be accessed
by stations to see their own individual
listening stats as well other key
information about the Hospedia
service.
A number of new ideas were also
highlighted at the question and
answer session. Others include plans
to install a catch-up TV service to the
system, with talks already underway
with BBC iplayer and ITVplayer.
Ebooks is another possibility, with the
makers of Kindle said to be interested
in developing the idea.

The AGM and Informal meeting

The judges said that Kieran
Crowhurst embodies all that’s great
about Hospital Radio. He’s a relatively
young chap, in his early twenties, with
learning difficulties who joined
Hospital Radio Plymouth last year.
Station Chairman, Andrew Hill, in
his nomination, was candid in saying:
‘Some at the station had considerable
reservations when agreeing to take
Kieran on – wondering whether he’d
be able to make much of a
contribution and whether he’d
integrate well into the station ... but
he’s proved any doubters wrong and
exceeded all expectations.
‘Showing great enthusiasm in what
he does, never letting the station
down and playing an important,
crucial role behind the scenes.’
Chairman of trustees said: ‘Kieran
has made a valuable contribution to
the work of the organisation in a very
short space of time and should be a
true example to others’.

Hospedia Way to Get
Hospital Radio!
Cheaper incoming calls, free
outgoing calls and – more importantly
for Hospital Radio – an easier way to
register. That was one of the pledges
from Hospedia's Director of
Marketing, Ben Packman, during a
seminar at this year's Conference.
Mr Packman acknowledged the
current lengthy registration system
can put some patients off using the
bedside systems and says new
equipment, soon to be rolled out, will
make it easier and could mean
registration disappearing completely,
though not yet.
ON AIR <http://www.hbauk.com>

HBA Chairman Phil Moon and Hospedia's
Ben Packman take questions from the
seminar floor
Mr Packman stressed that radio
would remain free of charge, telling
delegates, ‘There is no benefit to us in
charging people to use the radio
service. People register free for radio
and we can then use that opportunity
to offer upgrade television, telephone
and other packages off the back of it.’
He also revealed that Hospital Radio
remains the most tuned to radio
channel and is consistently in the top
three most tuned to channels overall,
with BBC1 the most watched, Hospital
Radio second and ITV1 in third place.
HBA Chairman, Phil Moon, told the
seminar, ‘This is an exciting time and
it's good to see there's a future for
Hospedia and that the company is very
keen to work even closer with Hospital
Radio stations.’

The AGM and IGM
HBA Chairman Phil Moon has
revealed he will stand down from the
top post at next year's AGM.
His announcement came at the
Informal Meeting, straight after this
year's AGM in Maidstone.
He told delegates: ‘None of us are
getting any younger and I felt it only
Page 5

right to give a year's notice to enable a
successor to be found’.
Meanwhile, Phil's deputy, Iain Lee
told delegates ‘your Association needs
you!’
He urged volunteers from all
member stations to consider getting
more involved in the HBA – in any way
possible, telling those at the meeting:
‘The workload on the few of us
involved in organising events, such as
the annual conference, is huge.
‘We're all volunteers who are also
heavily involved in individual hospital
radio stations and, most of us, also
have full time jobs too. Any help that
can be given will be a great help – by
sharing the workload further, with
more people involved, it won't prove
such a burden on your time.’
Iain's call came as it was revealed
fresh discussions will be held on the
structure of the HBA, after it was
decided paying to employ a Chief
Executive – especially in the current
climate – didn't feel right.
Phil Moon said a frank and open
discussion had taken place at a recent
EC meeting and it was decided to halt
the current restructuring process and
to seek the views of the wider
membership once again on what they
expect and want from the HBA.
Further discussions will be held at
EC meetings later in the year and both
Phil and Iain encouraged all members
to consider what they'd like to see
happen and to feed back their
thoughts at the earliest opportunity.

COPY DATE FOR
ISSUE 135
5th July, 2011
Spring 2011
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Hospital Radio Awards 2011
John Whitney Award
Patrick Mizha, Hospinet in Zimbabwe

Patrick hands his special gifts from Zimbabwe to Phil, June and Nigel
This year's National Hospital Radio
Awards went beyond the UK, with
Zimbabwe's Patrick Mizha winning the
John Whitney Award.
Since 1999, Patrick has singlehandedly pursued the vision of
reviving hospital broadcasting at

Zimbabwe’s largest referral and
teaching hospital.
He’s done this despite many
obstacles – not least the sheer cost,
especially between 2001 and 2008
when the country’s inflation hit half a
billion percent!

Patrick battled on, eventually
persuading hospital authorities that he
could revive hospital broadcasting in
the country – something which had
died out in the early nineties. To do
this, he has, at times had to walk 14
kilometres to the hospital ... visiting
patients in a bid to engage their minds
away from their illness.
Now finally, through much
perseverance, Hospinet in Zimbabwe
has been offered a small grant by the
Swedish International Development
Agency to buy basic studio equipment
to set up a station in the country ...
and he says his aim is to bring hospital
radio to all major hospitals in
Zimbabwe and – eventually – across
Southern Africa.
Patrick was able to attend this year’s
Annual Conference after receiving an
HBA bursary, funding his weekend in
Maidstone. He had no idea he'd been
nominated for the award but turned
the tables on HBA President, June
Snowden, by handing out his own
awards when invited on stage. Patrick
had brought a few gifts from
Zimbabwe to say thank you to June,
Phil Moon and Nigel Dallard – who
was promoted to Secretary General by
Patrick.

Patrick Mizha’s Conference Report
Background
Coming to the United Kingdom to
attend the 2011 HBA Conference in
Maidstone, Kent, was at the invitation
and facilitation of the Hospital
Broadcasting Association, who
through the Executive Committee,
kindly offered me a bursary to cover
the accommodation and conference
costs, as well as my transport to and
from London.
Having just joined the HBA a year
earlier, Hospinet was anxious to
connect and collaborate with HBA-UK,
the universal custodians. The British
Embassy in Harare kindly availed the
funds for air travel.
So I am indebted to both the HBA's
Conference Bursary Committee:
President Mrs June Snowden,
Secretary, Nigel Dallard and Treasurer,
Julie Cox for this bursary. I am also
grateful to Ms Cathrine Carr, an
officer with the British Embassy in
Harare, as well as the goodwill and
support from the board of trustees of
Hospital Network (Hospinet) and the
ON AIR <http://www.hbauk.com>

Zimbabwe Association of Community
Radio Stations, who made it possible
for me to access funding from the
British Embassy.
Hospital Network is a registered
trust, based in Harare, Zimbabwe,
with three broad objectives of
providing therapeutic entertainment
and companionship, chaplaincy
services and compassionate support to
patients, their loved ones and staff at
Parirenyatwa Group of Hospitals, in
Harare, Zimbabwe. Parirenyatwa is
Zimbabwe's largest referral hospital
with an in-patient capacity of 1,000; it
employs over 3,500 staff. It was built
in the mid seventies and was until
1980, called Andrew Fleming Hospital.

HBA Conference & AGM
For me, The HBA Conference and
AGM, turned out to be a most
gruelling boot camp of sorts, a far cry
from a mellow and laid back weekend I
had feared it would be. I had come
eager and anxious to learn and make
as many contacts as I could. I was not
Page 6

disappointed. It was a weekend well
spent, an international trip, worth
every penny invested into it!!
From Friday afternoon through to
Sunday midday, the entire weekend
was packed with programmes and
activities which I found to be very
enriching, through station visits,
interacting with delegates as well as
participating in seminars.
From the outset, the most inspiring
lesson I learnt was that the entire HBA
and its programmes and activities was
run by volunteers, most of whom are
full-time employees elsewhere. It was
so refreshing to see how an 85-year
old organisation, with over 200 active
members, spanning the entire UK,
could be run so efficiently and
professionally without paid staff.
As a new organisation that shares
HBA's passion for hospital
broadcasting, Hospinet has so much to
learn: how this cuts down on
overheads and thus enhances
programmatic and even organisational
efficiency.
Spring 2011
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Patrick Mizha’s Conference Report

The challenge for Hospinet is to
know how to strike the fine balance
between volunteerism on the one
hand and efficiency and
professionalism on the other.
The whole sense of solidarity and
goodwill I received from almost all
delegates was so overwhelming, it’s a
feeling and an experience I will cherish
for a very long, long time. June and
Nigel were always on hand, especially
on Friday, to reassure me and
introduce me to the other delegates as
they arrived at the Ramada Jarvis
Hotel in Maidstone.
I was inspired to see how HBA has
such sustained and sustainable
fundraising and corporate support
programmes to keep their work going.
The fact that so many broadcast
engineering and production companies
could invest time, personnel and other
resources for the trade show speaks
volumes of the strong partnerships
HBA has with its stakeholders, outside
the hospitals.
Seeing the Chairman and the
Treasurer bringing their annual
reports that included transparent and
audited reports was a very important
lesson I will take home to Hospital
Network in Zimbabwe.

HBA Awards
Perhaps the highlight of the entire
weekend was the National Hospital
Awards and Gala Dinner. It was an
evening of celebrating everyones's
efforts, big and small, in keeping the
individual stations as well as the
collective family going. Looking at
everyone impeccably dressed for the
occasion, chatting and sharing jokes
and drinks, it was evident that
everyone was a winner!
But for me personally, one of the
most humbling experiences I ever had
in my life was to be bestowed with the
John Whitney Award.
As I continue to trace the history of
the award and particularly the
previous winners, I am humbled
beyond words that the HBA judges
found it fitting to put me into that
class of achievers.
ON AIR <http://www.hbauk.com>

For me, I reckon the challenge is to
work even harder as we pursue the
dream of reviving hospital
broadcasting in Zimbabwe, beginning
with the Parirenyatwa Group of
Hospitals.
The fact that the Prime Minister
sent his pre-recorded message to
congratulate the HBA on its 85th
anniversary, as well as the individual
winners of the night, shows the
positive impact HBA has had over the
years, to even challenge Westminster's
notice, support and endorsement.
This again, is a very important
lesson for Hospinet, which is still
trying to find its feet and establish a
formal working relationship with the
Government of Zimbabwe. It was also
a great honour to meet and share a
few words with Amanda Cottrell,
Chairman of Visit Kent and who was
the evening's guest of honour.
During my time in the UK, I had the
opportunity to visit the following HBA
member radio stations: City Beat,
West Middlesex University Hospital
Radio, Valley Park Radio, Harlow
Radio and Radio Lion.
I also had the honour of being taken
on a tour of Bush House, the
headquarters of the BBC Africa
Service. I had interviews on Hospital
Radio Harlow, Radio Lion and Hospital
Radio Maidstone as well as featuring
on BBC's Network Africa.
Natalie Thomas took me on a visit
of the PPL offices in central London. I
also visited the Senior chaplain with
University College of London Hospital,
Father Peter Davies. I have engaged
with numerous health professionals
from Zimbabwe, who are based here
and who have pledged to help us
mobilise resources. One such group is
the Essex Zimbabwe Association.

Suggestions
All sessions and presentations
relating to station management,
programming and engineering could
be recorded on MP3 and made
available on the HBA website. This
would help station members that fail
to send representatives to access
material useful to their individual
stations. This will also benefit stations
that are represented, because not only
can they review the presentations and
sessions made simultaneously.

Donations
So far I have received the following
donations:
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• Digital microphone, microphone
and cable from Jeff Brown
• Mixer, CD players and Mic from
Mike Sarre
• Mixer and laptop from Martin
Spencer
At the time of writing this report, I
was awaiting delivery of more
donations pledged by John of Eastern
Electronics and Shelagh Godwin of
Radio Lion in Guildford, before I fly
out on 28th May. My departure dates
were thrown into turmoil by the four
week strike of Air Zimbabwe pilots
and cabin crew.
Any more donations of any pieces of
equipment will be most welcome, as I
have been assured of support with
meeting costs of freighting the
equipment to Zimbabwe.

The Future
Being a full and paid-up member of
the HBA, Hospinet intends to work
very closely with the Executive
Committee and individual members as
we have so much to learn from the
HBA.
As such, we have begun the process
of raising funds to have at least one
representative coming to the
Conference in Northampton next year.
We also intend to arrange for some
practical attachments for our
technician and producer to come and
spend time learning and gleaning from
one or two HBA member radios.
Hospinet is also exploring avenues of
learning best practices form clinical
chaplaincy organisations in the UK.

Conclusion
Allow me to conclude this report
with my most sincere and heartfelt
gratitude to the entire HBA family
who all individually and collectively
made my visit to the UK such a huge
and landmark success, not just for me
personally, nor for Hospinet but for
Zimbabwe.
This visit may have been Hospinet's
and my first but it is certainly not the
last! And as I expressed during the
Gala, I do hope that in the next couple
of years Hospinet will be able to host
an HBA delegation, at least to see
what will have become of our vision
for hospital broadcasting in
Zimbabwe, as well as to experience our
beautiful countryside and very warm
weather and beautiful people.
I thank you.
Patrick Mizha
Spring 2011
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My First Conference

It's the last weekend in March and I
am making the four and a half hour
trip from the Welsh border to the Kent
countryside ... but not for a holiday.
This weekend was the HBA Annual
Conference and Award Ceremony and I
was fortunate enough to be joining
lots of like-minded people from lots of
different Hospital Radio stations from
all over the country to share ideas and
experiences.
I was also extremely lucky to have
received a Bursary from the HBA for
this trip as it was my first conference,
and it gave me the opportunity to
expand my knowledge and open my
eyes to new ideas.
After a pleasant drive in the Spring
sunshine, I arrived at the hotel and
was greeted by various HBA
representatives who seemed really
pleased to welcome me to the event.
After being handed my name tag, I
was quickly given a large 'goodie bag',
best described I think as a 'party' bag
full of stationery, booklets and all the
information I needed for the weekend
ahead, as well as the most important
item of course, a bag of crisps!
After settling in for a while, the first
item on the agenda for the weekend
was a minibus trip to Hospital Radio
Maidstone. It was good to have a trip
out to another Hospital Radio station,
not only to meet other Hospital Radio
people but also to take a look at how
other stations are running their
service and what they find really
works for their listeners.
Upon arrival at the station, it struck
me just how professional these people
were and well equipped their studios
are too. They also demonstrated how
ON AIR <http://www.hbauk.com>

they provide two different programme
styles from one station and gave us all
a guided tour of their three studios, as
well as allowing us plenty of time to
browse the many awards they have
achieved over the years, demonstrated
by an overwhelming array of
certificates hanging up in the studio
area. It showed me just what can be
achieved when so much hard work and
dedication goes in to a Hospital Radio
station and it certainly has given me
plenty of inspiration to take back to
Merthyr.
After a lovely roast dinner, we were
treated to a Quiz Night, organised by
Hospital Radio Maidstone. I thought
that this was a great idea as it gave me
chance to mingle with different people
from different stations. Despite the
efforts of my team and I, we managed
to come tenth out of ten but as they
say, it's not the winning that counts,
it's the taking part!
On Saturday morning, everyone was
up bright and early (after a late night),
for breakfast in the hotel restaurant,
swiftly followed by a choice of
seminars on subjects such as the
History of Hospital Radio and also my
choice of seminar, Better Radio
Presentation with Kevin Field. This
was a fantastic opportunity for myself
and others, to hear from professionals
like Kevin and also guest speaker
Patrick ‘Paddy’. There were tips on
keeping the listeners hooked, show
planning and also how to target your
audience correctly to enable you to get
the best out of your programming.
Having been broadcasting for under
two years, this was a particularly
interesting seminar for me personally,
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as I was able to see what I was already
doing right but also highlight areas in
my own broadcasting where I can
improve and hone my skills, so I
would recommend this sort of
seminar to anyone who is attending
the conference weekend.
Saturday afternoon consisted
chiefly of the Annual General Meeting
of the HBA followed by a general,
open discussion event where various
people were able to raise questions on
various topics and discuss any other
business of interest. There was also an
opportunity to browse the many
stands and see demonstrations of the
latest broadcasting technology in the
Trade Stand area, as well as consume
the many different sweets and biscuits
that were freely available at each of
the exhibitors tables! Again, I really
liked the concept of meeting the
traders and being able to ask any
questions relating to the equipment
on offer as well as being able to try it
out.
The climax of the weekend had to
be the Saturday Night Gala Dinner
and Awards Ceremony and having
been nominated for an award myself, I
was naturally very excited about the
whole evening. It started with a lovely
three-course dinner served silver
service followed by a napkin catching
fire on my table which I spotted first
and quickly extinguished with the aid
of my fellow station member Dave
Duford. I always knew I'd make a good
fireman but instead opted for the
world of Hospital Radio.
With the panic over, we quickly
moved on to the award ceremony
hosted by Sean Dunderdale, which I
thought was very professional and I
liked in particular, the way in which
they had got the 'voice of the XFactor', Peter Dickson, to do the prerecorded voice-overs, announcing the
finalists for each category. There was
also a personal message from the
Prime Minister, David Cameron, as
well as from two of the Ambassadors
for Hospital Radio, Ken Bruce and Dr
Chris Steele.
When it came to the Best
Newcomer category I was sitting there
with baited breath awaiting the
announcements for Bronze, Silver and
Gold awards. It was apparent from the
award entry clips that the standard of
entries was very high and I'd like to
take the opportunity to pass on my
congratulations to those who made it
in to the top three, in particular to
Louise Oliver from Hospital Radio
Cherwell, who picked up the Gold
Spring 2011
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My First Conference
Award for her excellent work as Best
Newcomer 2011.
We also had a lovely moment when
Patrick Mizha, who had travelled all
the way from Zimbabwe to be at the
conference and who also picked up the
John Whitney Award, presented three
gifts from himself to some of the HBA
Committee Members on stage and
gave a confident speech along side it.
Patrick is working hard in Zimbabwe
with Hospital Radio over there and it
was lovely to hear from him. Well done
Patrick and the very best of luck with
your hard work back at home.
To finish off the award ceremony,
Station Of The Year was awarded to
Hospital Radio Plymouth and so a big
congratulations go to them and to
everyone else who picked up an award
at the Ceremony.
It struck me how much hard work is
going in to Hospital Radio nationwide
and if we all keep up the good work
and commitment, together we will go
from strength to strength.
After winding the clocks forward at
1am Sunday morning, we went to bed
and woke up somewhat bleary-eyed a
few hours later but looking forward to
the 'Meet The Judges' seminar, or the
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Sunday morning 'ramble' , just to
clarify that's a walk ramble not talk
ramble, I think the later was probably
done the night before at the bar!
Personally, I chose to join the ramble
and go for a stroll through the
grounds of the neighbouring Leeds
Castle and very pleasant it was too. It
was nice to see that we all
remembered to wear the all important
name tags throughout, we couldn't
forget those now could we!
To finish off the conference
weekend, we were treated to one last
meal of roast beef and Yorkshire
puddings and roast potato followed by
a raffle held in aid of the Japanese
Disaster Appeal.
I was keeping my fingers crossed
that I might win one of the lovely
Easter Eggs on offer but after looking
down at my belly, I did think
afterwards, not winning the chocolate
was probably for the best. Instead I
was content with the fact that I had
contributed to another charitable
cause and in the process, we
collectively raised around £328 for the
Japanese Disaster Appeal. Well done
to everyone.
If you haven't been to the
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Conference before I would certainly
recommend it to anyone. Personally, I
got a great deal from the weekend as I
believe it takes you out of the singular
environment of your own station and
allows you to see the Hospital Radio
world in '3D'. In other words, you get
a new perspective, you pick up on
ideas and get inspiration that you can
apply to your own station. At the end
of the day, we are all doing Hospital
Radio together, for the same cause,
just in different parts of the country.
It's great therefore, to have the
opportunity to get together and share
the experience, even if it is just once a
year.
Anyway, I'm signing off for this
edition of On Air but I would like to
take this opportunity to thank the
HBA for all their hard work with the
2011 Conference and also a big thank
you for the Bursary Award, without
which I would not have had the
experience this year.
I wish everyone the very best,
wherever you are Broadcasting from
and I hope to see you all again soon.
James Ewins
Merthyr Hospital Broadcasting
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The Chairman’s Speech
HBA National Conference
Maidstone, 26th March, 2011
Once again the Trustee Board has
worked conscientiously to further the
aims of the Association. We met on six
occasions during the year and all
meetings were well attended.
I am delighted to report that the
long-running saga of HBA Enterprises
was brought to a close during the year
after six years of legal struggles. The
Companies House register now shows
HBA Enterprises Ltd as having been
dissolved on 12th January, 2010.
Their bank account has been closed
and I can confirm that we have
received £30,382 after deduction of
solicitors’ fees of £9,635. There has
been no unauthorised use of the name
or logo and as before, on behalf of the
HBA, I wish to thank our Secretary
Nigel Dallard who has brought this
troublesome period of the HBA’s
existence to a close.
Turning to the annual Conference,
Awards and AGM, once again I pay
tribute to the work of the small group
of people who make the arrangements
for the Conference weekend,
administer the Awards and arrange
the Awards ceremony. Unfortunately,
during the year, irreconcilable
differences within the National
Conference and Awards Committee led
to a request from that Committee,
subsequently unanimously agreed by
the Trustee Board, to change the
membership of the Committee. As a
result John and Marie Harper left the
Committee some months ago. I take
this opportunity to thank John and
Marie for their hard work for the HBA
over many years and for the highly
professional way they handed over the
information and HBA property. Of
course filling the vacuum left by their
departure was not easy but various
people stepped into the breach at the
difficult time and I am especially
grateful to Julie Cox and Emma Sysum
who have borne the brunt of the
administrative work for conference.
A particularly heavy workload also
falls on the shoulders of the Vice
Chairman Iain Lee and on our PR
Manager Sean Dunderdale in the case
of the Awards ceremony and I know
that Sean and Iain work ceaselessly to
give us the enjoyable and costeffective show which the Association
expects. I am also aware that
Scunthorpe Hospital Radio is again
ON AIR <http://www.hbauk.com>

heavily committed to the Awards
ceremony for which we should also be
very grateful.
Looking forward, I can confirm that
conference venues have now been
agreed for the next two years. We'll be
in Northampton in 2012 and
Blackpool in 2013. Future venues are
under consideration.
Once again our National Hospital
Radio Training Day, which took place
in October, was a great success. We
received overwhelmingly positive
feedback which has been reviewed and
noted.
I am now able to announce that this
year’s National Training Day will be
held on 15th October at the Ramada
Parkway hotel at Leeds. The content
will include presentational training
and also a session on Health and
Safety for hospital radio stations. Brief
details and a booking form are in the
delegates conference pack and more
details will be contained in a flyer
which will be sent to stations as they
renew their membership. [There is
also a copy of the booking form in this
issue of On Air]. As usual, there is
limited capacity for this event so book
early!
The hotel is pleasantly located on
the outskirts of Leeds and a special
rate has been negotiated for those
who need to, or have to, stay
overnight. The venue has moved
further North this year since this
conference is in the South. Future
events will be located so that the
greatest number of delegates possible
can reach the venue.
As this event has now become an
annual event, the Trustee Board has
set up a Committee headed by Jim
Simpson to administer this and any
regional training events. Anyone who
has ideas for training topics or venues
for training events should talk to Jim.
I now turn to the restructuring of
HBA. As many delegates will recall, the
proposal to re-structure the HBA
sprang from the advice of a consultant
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who was originally employed to help
the Association prepare a five-year
business plan. From that beginning,
we were encouraged to prepare a
mission statement and to seriously
consider re-structuring in order to
relieve the heavy workload on some
Trustee Board members so that they
could concentrate on the strategic role
which the HBA should undertake for
its members without being weighed
down with the administration.
As an example of the excessive
workload, our Secretary acts as
Membership Secretary and Minutes
Secretary as well as advising both the
Board and member stations on legal
and parliamentary issues.
Another example is the Vice
Chairman who is currently chairing
the National Conference and Awards
Committee and organising the HBA
Awards as well as acting as my deputy.
And most of us have ‘day jobs’ as well!
These are two examples but there are
many others. So the Trustee Board
undertook a very detailed look at what
was being proposed.
As well as the strategic objective I
just mentioned, we considered the
method by which this might be
achieved. As we progressed it became
ever more clear that there was no
unanimity for the planned
employment of a paid Chief Executive
and continuing uncertainty as to
whether any one person could
undertake all the duties set down in
the Job Description that we had
agreed – and if they did, what the
costs would be to the HBA’s funds.
After an open and frank discussion
at our January Trustee Board meeting
it was agreed that, while the need to
give the Trustees a more strategic role
was still very necessary, we could not
support the recruitment of paid staff
until the purpose was much clearer. It
was therefore unanimously agreed to
halt the restructuring process and to
seek members’ views about what they
expect from the HBA. So now is the
time to let this meeting or any Trustee
Board member know what is required
and if expenditure is required how the
increased income might be met.
From the Trustee Board’s
perspective, we have already identified
tasks which would greatly assist the
Board in its work. It might be helpful,
Spring 2011
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for example, if we could recruit a
qualified legal adviser, a fundraising
adviser, plus more people to help out
at a regional level, with conferences
and with training.
We are already very grateful to John
Bryson for coming forward to help
with the Training and Policy and
Guidelines Committees. It's also clear
that we desperately need to devote
time to getting the message about the
benefits of hospital radio across to
senior managers in NHS Trusts up and
down the country. But as I say we
would very much appreciate your
views and the Trustee Board will
return to this topic at our May
meeting. We are keen to get this right
and until we believe we have, I don’t
have any problem with delaying the
progress, particularly if the proposals
involve spending HBA funds.
I was pleased to see that there was a
sudden increase of stations joining or

re-joining the HBA during the year. Of
course this resurgence of membership
may be due to the sudden interest by
PRS in collecting copyright fees from
non-members but I am always pleased
to welcome stations back whatever the
reason! I would simply say that the
fees being requested by PRS are many
times our annual subscription,
demonstrating the added value that
HBA brings to stations.
I am pleased that a senior
representative, a director, of Hospedia
attended this morning. It is long
overdue but nevertheless welcome. I
am grateful to them for sponsoring an
award at tonight’s ceremony and to all
the sponsors without whom the
awards ceremony would probably not
take place.
Finally, I pay tribute to the hard
working volunteers both on the
Trustee Board and others who
perform a wide range of tasks to

enable us to maintain the high
standards which we have set
ourselves. I know it continues to be a
struggle for those of us who have
volunteered in various capacities to
keep up with the demands of our
responsibilities. Especial thanks go to
Paul Easton who after five years as our
Programming Adviser has decided to
stand down.
In my case, I am finding the
demands on my time to be very
difficult and I’m not getting any
younger. I have therefore decided to
give notice that I intend to stand
down at next year’s AGM. Till then I
will continue to make every effort for
the cause and organisation about
which we all care so deeply: The
Hospital Broadcasting Association.
Thank you.
Phil Moon
HBA Chairman

Green for Go

The Wheel Deal…Tom Chance, founder of
Giveacar, the social enterprise which has
turned unwanted cars into £250,000 of
charity cash in its first year

Hospital Radio Ipswich is serving up
a ‘bangers and cash’ initiative as part
of a novel fund-raising drive to boost
its service to hospital patients.
Hospital Radio Ipswich broadcasts
to patients and staff at Ipswich’s
Heath Road Hospital and relies on
donations to fund its service.
To accelerate its fund-raising work,
it has now become one of the first
charities in the county to team up with
Giveacar, a social enterprise which
collects unwanted and unused cars for
charity – turning scrap into cash.
The concept mirrors one that is
already popular in the United States
ON AIR <http://www.hbauk.com>

and other countries – but which is still
very much in its infancy in the UK.
Regardless of their condition, cars
are collected free-of-charge by
Giveacar and sold through an online
auction, or disposed of at an
authorised treatment facility.
Proceeds from the sale are donated
to Hospital Radio Ipswich. Even if the
banger is scrapped, it still nets the
hospital radio station between £40
and £160.
Mark Keable, Press Officer of
Hospital Radio Ipswich said, ‘We are
delighted to be working with Giveacar
in this exciting new venture and we
hope that local people will get behind
the initiative and donate their old
bangers to us via Giveacar rather than
just pay someone to scrap it for you!’
Many car owners want an easy and
completely free way to get rid of their
old car. Giveacar will help them to do
this in a legal and environmentally
friendly way.
The scheme is intended to
discourage those irresponsible owners
who may consider abandoning their
cars, spoiling the appearance of the
local environment and also costing
local taxpayers’ money to remove and
dispose of it.
Tom Chance, Chief Executive of
Giveacar, welcomed the partnership
with the radio station. He said, ‘We are
delighted to be associated with
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Hospital Radio Ipswich, we embrace
new causes with open arms and are
proud to be raising money for HRI as
they bring enjoyment to so many
hospital patients.
‘We look forward to a long and
fruitful partnership and we will do all
that we can to create a valuable new
source of income for Hospital Radio
Ipswich’.
To get more details and start
helping Hospital Radio Ipswich, visit
www.tinyurl.com/hospitalradioipswich
<http://www.tinyurl.com/hospitalradi
oipswich> or call the Giveacar Team on
020 0011 1664, quoting Hospital
Radio Ipswich as your chosen charity.
About Giveacar
• Giveacar was established in
January 2010 as a not-for-profit social
enterprise.
• To date, Giveacar has processed
more than 1500 cars for salvage or
scrap.
• Over 200 regional and national
charities are affiliated with the
scheme.
• Run by Tom Chance, 23, a
graduate of Nottingham University.
For further information about
Giveacar, please email
support@giveacar.co.uk, ring 020
0011 1664 and ask for Tom or visit
www.giveacar.co.uk
http://www.giveacar.co.uk>
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The Radio Magazine recently
published an article on 85
years of Hospital Radio,
which I thought members
might like to read – Ed
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Hospital Radio Award
STATION OF THE YEAR

GOLD
HR Plymouth

NEWCOMER OF T

SILVER

BRONZE

Radio Northwick Park

Radio Redhill

MALE PRESENTER OF THE YEAR
GOLD
Louise Oliver, Radio

(Neil Stockton represen

GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

Richard Palmer
Radio Cherwell

Mark Keavney
HR Basingstoke

Andrew Hill
HR Plymouth

FEMALE PRESENTER OF THE YEAR

SILVER

Edward Payne, White

GOLD
Louise Croombs
HR Reading

SILVER
Anita Hepple
HWD

BRONZE
Shelley Nobile
Radio Grapevine

SPEECH PACKAGE PRODUCTION

GOLD
Radio Tyneside

SILVER
Victoria Radio Network

BRONZE
Radio Redhill

BRONZE

Callum Gallacher, Radio

(Grant McNaughton represe
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wards 2011, Maidstone

R OF THE YEAR

JOHN WHITNEY AWARD

VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR

WINNER

WINNER
Patrick Mizha, Zimbabwe

Keiran Crowhurst, HR Plymouth

SPECIALIST MUSIC

GOLD

r, Radio Cherwell

representing Louise)

GOLD

SILVER

HR Plymouth

Victoria Radio Network

BRONZE
Castle Mead Radio

STATION PROMOTION

ILVER

e, Whitechapel AM

RONZE

er, Radio Grapevine

on representing Callum

GOLD
Harlow Hospital Radio

SILVER
Radio Grapevine

BRONZE
Radio Glamorgan

SPECIAL EVENT

GOLD
Radio Brockley

SILVER

BRONZE

Whipps Cross HR

Choice Radio
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... Countrywide ... news from the stations ...
Children’s TV favourite
joins Medway team

Phil Gallagher
Hospital Radio Medway is delighted
to announce its first celebrity patron.
Children’s TV star Phil Gallagher has
pledged to support the charity which
broadcasts to patients at Medway
Maritime Hospital in Gillingham.
The BAFTA-nominated presenter,
best known for his role as CBeebies’
Mister Maker, became involved with
the station after visiting the studios
last Christmas. Phil was starring in
panto at Chatham’s Central Theatre
and took part in a show with the rest
of the cast.
Phil, who grew up in Gillingham,
has been back in the studio to record a
special show to mark the start of his
patronage. During the one-hour
programme, Phil talked about his 13year career in children’s TV and chose
some of his favourite songs.
Phil hopes to be a regular visitor to
the studio and to be able to help raise
funds for the station.
He said, ‘I am very pleased and
proud to be asked to become an
official supporter of Hospital Radio
Medway.
‘I know that the station's efforts
mean so much to the patients and
staff at Medway Maritime Hospital.
The volunteers work so hard to keep
broadcasting 24 hours a day, seven
days a week – it is an honour to be
part of their extended team.
‘I look forward to helping Hospital
Radio Medway in the future ... and
getting as many Pet Shop Boys and Aha songs played as possible!’
ON AIR <http://www.hbauk.com>

Medway Pride

Volunteers at Hospital Radio
Medway attended a glittering awards
ceremony celebrating unsung heroes.
The team based at Medway
Maritime Hospital in Gillingham, were
among 40 finalists at this year’s Pride
in Medway Awards.
The awards, run by the Medway
Messenger newspaper, recognise
people in the Medway Towns
(Chatham, Gillingham and Rochester
in Kent) who go that extra mile.
The station, which marked its 40th
year on air last year, was nominated by
local councillor Teresa Murray, who
felt the 60-strong team deserved
recognition for giving patients an
excellent service 24-hours a day, seven
days a week.
Last October Cllr Murray joined the
Hospital Radio Medway team for its
24-hour broadcast Halloween
Spookathon, organised to raise money
for the children’s wards at the site. A
team of presenters was sponsored to
take part and listeners could donate
online. The broadcast included a
number of special shows – including a
guest spot by veteran DJ Tony
Blackburn and an interview with the
captain of Gillingham FC Barry Fuller.
Trevor Fox, vice-chairman at the
station, said, ‘It was wonderful to be
nominated for a Pride in Medway
Award and then chosen as one of the
finalists. Although we did not win, the
awards ceremony was a brilliant
evening. The host, former BBC news
presenter Geoff Clarke, gave us a
special mention because he used to be
a hospital radio volunteer and praised
us for the work we do.
‘Another highlight was one of our
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volunteers, Richard Bartlett, who was
celebrating his birthday, was presented
with a cake by Geoff and had 100
guests singing him Happy Birthday.”

Fun Run Special
Hospital Radio Chelmsford is proud
to be invited to host the 27th Great
Baddow Charity Races on Sunday
22nd May 2011.
The event, organised by Mildmay
Rotary Club, features a 10 mile and 2
mile run to raise money for charities
across Chelmsford and this year,
Hospital Radio Chelmsford is one of
the benefactors from the event.
Before the races, the hospital radio
team have a full programme of
entertainment, games, music and
important information for the
athletes, fun runners and well wishers
alike. This year, presenter John Barker
will be broadcasting live from the
Recreation Ground in Great Baddow
supported by a team of reporters
around the 10 mile circuit.
HR Chelmsford Chairman, Graham
Medhurst said it was a privilege to be
involved with this prestigious sporting
event for so many years and members
jump at the opportunity to get
involved, whether running in the
races, hosting the roadshow or
relaying the action back to Broomfield
Hospital.
A special website has been created
for anyone who wishes to leave
messages of support for the runners,
clubs or charities that are being
supported by the event.
Details at www.hrc.org.uk or by
following the station on twitter
@hr_chelmsford.
Spring 2011
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... Countrywide ... news from the stations ...
Newport’s Marathon Broadcast

Radio Hillingdon brings
Royal Wedding to
Hillingdon

Andrew Williams and Ryan Young
In their 30th year, Channel One
Newport Hospital Radio, based at
Newport's Royal Gwent Hospital in
South Wales, recently staged an
incredible event by hosting their
longest ever two-man show!
When Andrew Williams and Ryan
Young sat down together after
presenting their ‘Boys Night In’ show
one Wednesday, they came up with the
idea for the sponsored marathon
show, which very soon became a
reality.
Ideas were soon put together as
station members rallied round to
obtain sponsorship. Special guests
were booked to visit the studio and/or
ring in, ready to start the marathon
broadcast at 09.00 on Saturday 30th
April 2011.
Many of the station's volunteers
came in to give the marathon show a
great kick start. During the 24 hours,
the pair were joined by members of
Channel One, patients, staff and icons
such as Michele Monro, daughter of
the legendary singer Matt Monro,
famed for many hits including Born
Free. Actor and local radio DJ, Tony
Wright, also rang in during the
marathon performance.
The fun and laughter continued all
the way through, with much help from
caffeine and constant visitors. Andrew
and Ryan had no sleep until the tiring
end at 09.00 on Sunday morning when
the team made their weary way home
from the studio. It was an amazing
feat.
ON AIR <http://www.hbauk.com>

The sponsored broadcast was staged
to help purchase a new 'Myriad'
computerised system for the studio, to
enable Channel One to broadcast to
the patients 24 hours a day.
Chairman, Dave Ravenhill, gave his
verdict. ‘The happiness overflowed’,
he said. ‘It was an incredible effort by
these two young presenters – what
will they get up to next? Watch this
space ...!’
There is talk of more record breaking
in the future … let's hope they leave
the vinyl collection well alone!
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Volunteers from Hospital Radio
Hillingdon made sure that patients
stuck in hospital didn’t miss the Royal
Wedding on 29th April.
Steve Hickman from Yiewsley and
Katie Gaskell from Hayes, hosted a
four hour Royal Wedding Special, from
their studio at Hillingdon Hospital.
Armed with a wealth of facts and
figures about the wedding, they kept
the patients up-to-date with what was
happening in Central London and at
Westminster Abbey.
Meanwhile Jeff Brown from
Teddington, reported back to the
studio, live from the Media Centre
outside Buckingham Palace.
The station also had its Road Show
out and about at the Prince Albert
public house in Pield Heath Road
where they played music for a Royal
Wedding Garden Party hosted by the
Red Room Restaurant.
The Road Show team also reported
back to Steve and Katie in the studio,
so that patients could hear what was
happening locally.
Steve Hickman said, ‘It was a great
day and fun was had by all involved.
Radio Hillingdon is proud to have been
able to bring the special day home to
the patients’.
Katie Gaskell and Steve Hickman in
celebration mode
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... Countrywide ... news from the stations ...
Bath Broadcast Rugby

New Chapter for HRY

Darran Huish in the commentary gantry at Twickenham
Bath Hospital Radio broadcast from
the St George’s Day rugby union game
between London Wasps and Bath
Rugby from the home of English
rugby, Twickenham on 23rd April.
This was the second time that Bath
had played the London side in this
special patriotic game organised by the
Black and Golds to raise money for
Army, Navy and Air Force charities.
Last year Bath won by 35 points to 19
and the team knew that a win against
Wasps would really help them towards
a European Cup place next season.
Bath Hospital Radio regularly
provides match commentary of Bath
Rugby clubs home games and has just
begun to bring live commentary of
their away games, provided by Bath
Rugby Supporters’ Club member Glyn
Edwards.
On arrival at the south-west
London stadium, there was time to
have a quick look around before
getting set up in the commentary
gantry situated in the West Stand of
the stadium. For you techies, we were
using a Comrex Access Remote Unit
which connected though a 3G mobile
network back to the studio, provided
by our show’s sponsor, local company
Grapevine Communications. The
remote unit and studio rack mount
was purchased from Vortex with a
grant from The Royal United Hospital
League of Friends.
The stadium opened to supporters
an hour a half hour before kick off,
with patriotic music from The Royal
Marines Band comprising a sing along
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to many cherished favourites
including Rule Britannia, Land of
Hope and Glory and Jerusalem.
The sports programme which was
already being broadcast, switched live
to Twickenham at 5pm to set the
scene for the listeners prior to the
5.30pm kick off. The pre-match
entertainment was well underway
which added to the atmosphere of the
live transmission. The first half was
very entertaining with Bath taking the
lead at half time 29-3.
During the interval the crowd
witnessed a Guinness World Record
for ‘The Biggest Ever Backing Dance
Troupe for a Singer’ when Heather
Small took to the hallowed
Twickenham turf with over 600 young
people from English Schools and
shattered the world record, whilst
listeners heard a live piece of Heather
singing the M-People hit single ‘Search
for a Hero’.
The second half commenced with
Bath dominating the field as in the
first half of the game and things really
got exciting as Bath left Wasps
standing still and forged ahead on the
scoreboard. The game finished London
Wasps 10 Bath Rugby 43, which
leaves Bath in a good position for next
season’s European Cup.
Bath Hospital Radio would like to
thank everyone who made this
broadcast possible especially Tom
Scott and Mike Killey (studio techops) also Glyn, Erica, Mike, Jan and
Emma from Bath Rugby Supporters’
Club.
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Radio Yare broadcasts on 1350 kHz
MW 24/7. The majority of the
station’s programming is music-based
including the daily request shows.
Over recent years, the station has
made an attempt to give patients more
varied programming. Radio Yare has
run regular Saturday afternoon sports
shows since its inception 34 years ago.
The other long-established non-music
broadcasts is the very popular hour
readings from the Lowestoft Journal
and the Great Yarmouth Mercury by
courtesy of ‘Grapevine’, the reading
service for the blind.
Six months ago it was decided to try
whole book readings over a three hour
period every Thursday afternoon and
repeated the following Saturday
evening. The first tapes and CDs were
donated to Radio Yare by members of
the public and more recently bought in
new by the station to boost an already
big and varied library. Books range
from Dr. Who to the classics of
Charles Dickens, Jane Austen, Jules
Verne among others.
The books are professionally read by
the likes of Richard Briar and Patrick
Stewart. The books have to be heard in
real time and edited to ensure they are
in good taste and within the terms of
Radio Yare’s AM broadcasting licence.
Peter Burrage, programmes
manager, edits the books ably assisted
by member, Diane Clarke before being
stored on the station’s computer. The
book readings are broadcast via
‘Myriad Q Next’ along with hourly
national news bulletins.
When asked about the success of
the project Peter Burrage said, ‘It’s
amazing that all the supermarket
bucket collections and outside
broadcasts, where feedback from the
public can be judged, many recovered
patients have said how much they
enjoyed the talking books when in
hospital.’
Spring 2011
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Meet Radio Maelor

Chairman, said: ‘We are delighted to
be part of this nationally recognised
scheme. It will bring to light
undiscovered local talent and offer the
opportunity for young people to get a
start in media. As an established
hospital radio station, Radio Wexham
is ideally placed to support this arts
initiative.’
To learn more about the Arts Award
Welcome please visit:
www.artsaward.org.uk

Pontefract Hospital
Radio Closes

Ysbyty Radio Glan Clwyd visits Radio Maelor
Radio Maelor is a voluntary run
organisation that has been
broadcasting to patients at the Maelor
Hospital in Wrexham since 1979. The
first programme went live on air in
September 1979 but previously, since
the 1950s, broadcast football
commentaries from the Racecourse in
Wrexham. The football commentary
broadcasts continue on air every
Saturday at 3pm presented by Phil
Jones.
There are currently 12 presenters
who dedicate their time to the station.
Radio Maelor have recently joined
forces with Ysbyty Radio Glan Clwyd,
who have been a great support to
Radio Maelor, who would like to thank
them for their continuing support.
Radio Maelor has a Facebook Page
where anyone can click 'like' to join
and find out further developments
about the station. The station
currently has 80 members and is
promoting this further.
Radio Maelor now has a new logo
thanks to pupils from a school in
Wrexham who came up with some
new ideas on a fresh logo. The station
are also developing a new website
which will soon be available.
Some presenters are now
interviewing guests on a couple of the
shows from Country and Western
singers; people come into the studio
promoting events around the
Wrexham area live on air. Interviews
ON AIR <http://www.hbauk.com>

will be soon be available on the
website.
Radio Maelor is also looking for
further volunteers and presenters to
play patient's requests.
Catherine Ollier
Secretary, Radio Maleor

Radio Wexham Joins
Art Award Scheme
Radio Wexham, the official radio
station for Wexham Park Hospital, is
proud to announce that it has become
the first hospital radio station to be
part of the Arts Award Welcome
scheme. The partnership will enable
young people in the Slough area to
develop creative and leadership skills
to achieve a nationally recognised
qualification.
The Arts Award aims to support
young people aged 11-25 to gain on
the job experience within creative
industries that will now include
broadcasting. Awards are gained at
Levels 1, 2, and 3 (Bronze, Silver and
Gold) on the Qualifications and Credit
Framework (QCF). The scheme
assesses how young people develop in
their chosen arts activity rather than
achievement of a specific skill level.
Radio Wexham will also be working
closely with St Josephs Catholic High
School, to support its specialist arts
college status.
David Hickman, Radio Wexham
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It was the end of an era for
Pontefract Hospital Radio as MY Radio
the PGI’s very own radio station closed
down.
Broadcasting to the PGI began
initially with Radio Ackton, which
broadcast from Ackton Hospital to
both the PGI and Hightown hospitals
visa a loop network.
When Ackton Hospital closed and
Hightown underwent a change of use,
broadcasting continued from a
purpose built studio at the PGI, still
using the name Radio Ackton, later it
would become Castle Radio then take
the name MY Radio after the Mid
Yorkshire Health Trust.
Over the years a variety of
programmes were broadcast including
commentaries from local rugby
matches and radio plays.
The station was also the first to
tackle both ME and AIDS awareness
with special programmes including a
live report from an event in London
and took the world outside to the
patients’ bedside with a series of
humanitarian aid missions; it was also
due to its sustaining system able to
broadcast 24 hours a day.
The last live show was presented on
February 21 by Esther Holmes, with
her usual mix of mirth music and
merriment.
It is not the end for MY Radio
though as there is to be a purpose
built studio at Pinderfields hospital
and presenters take to the airwaves
once more.
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Darlington Award

volunteers in the right direction.
‘Frank has a really hands on
approach at the charity and is directly
involved with all aspects of running a
hospital radio station that’s manned
entirely by volunteers. Even when
unwell, he was eager to get back into
the swing of things and wanted to put
his duties before his own health.’
The awards ceremony takes place at
the Raddison Hotel in Durham in
May; they are designed to recognise
the work of individuals and
organisations from the voluntary and
community sector across the region.
Frank will be attending the
ceremony with his wife Sylvia and a
local film-maker will be visiting Radio
Skerne’s studios to put together a
short film highlighting his efforts and
the work that Radio Skerne does
within the community.

Frank Benson
One of the longest serving members
of Radio Skerne, Darlington, has been
shortlisted for an award at the North
East Voluntary and Community Sector
awards in May.
Frank Benson, a volunteer with
Radio Skerne for more than 18 years
was nominated for Trustee of the Year
in the awards put together by the
Voluntary Organisations’ Network
North East.
As well as being a Trustee for the
hospital radio station for a number of
years, Frank also holds the job of
Chairman and oversees the day to day
running of the station.
Frank said, ‘All of the volunteers at
the station do not do it for ego
reasons and I was a bit shocked to
hear I’d been shortlisted for an award.
The team here at Radio Skerne should
really be recognised as a whole for
their efforts and if I’m lucky enough to
win, I will put that down to the efforts
of everyone at the charity.’
Vice Chairman, John Forbes,
nominated Frank for the award and
said that he’s been a valuable asset for
nearly two decades: ‘Frank first joined
the station to generally help out but
the more he got involved the more he
wanted to take on.
‘He moved onto visiting patients on
the wards to be a friendly voice and
collect requests. He then trained as a
presenter and went on to win
recognition from the HBA for the
quality of his radio shows. He is the
first point of contact for new
volunteers and steers all of our

Tributes for Scunthorpe
Hospital Radio Stalwart
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Tributes are being paid to a man
said to have broadcast more hours of
programming than any other on
Scunthorpe's Hospital Radio Station.
Richard Ireson passed away at the
weekend after a short illness. He was
63 and had been a volunteer at the
station for almost forty years.
Fellow volunteer and HBA Press
Officer, Sean Dunderdale told On Air:
‘Richard was, very much, a unique
character with a heart of gold. He was
there the very first night I joined SHR
back in the mid 1980s and was
something of an inspiration, taking to
the wards week after week, collecting
requests before taking to the airwaves

and playing the patients favourite
songs. He simply loved being behind
the microphone and if he had any
spare time then he'd take to the
airwaves. Whenever a presenter wasn't
available to host their show then
Richard would be there.
‘I think it's fair to say, over the
years, he's presented every show on
the station and has certainly been on
air for more hours than anyone else.’
In an echo to the hit Oscar-winning
movie ‘The Kings Speech’, what make's
Richard's story even more remarkable
is that he suffered from a severe
stammer, yet he refused to let that put
him off doing what he loved the
most – a fact that stunned many who
knew him.
His other main passion remained a
love of Country Music and at one time
would travel the UK to see his
favourite acts performing. Country
music star, Sarah Jury, who most
recently played Van Morrison's band
on his international tour, even
performed at Richard's own birthday
party in Scunthorpe.
Richard was, for over thirty years, a
worker at the Plate Mill at Scunthorpe
Steelworks.
Sean says Richard is probably best
remember though by shoppers in
Scunthorpe: ‘Every year, just before
Christmas, the hospital radio team
take to the high street for the station's
annual street collection and bedpush.
We have our own hospital bed and, at
one stage for 25 years in a row,
Richard acted as our ‘fake patient’ in
the bed. He always used to joke that it
was the warmest place to be on a cold
December day.’

Richard Ireson as SHR's mock patient, being teased by Pantomime star's during the station's
annual Christmas bedpush in 2005
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HRB’s 60 Hour Music on Demand Marathon

At HR Basingstoke, we were looking
for an idea for an event to raise money
for the station. The idea of a broadcast
marathon for Hospital Broadcasting
Week came quickly. 2008 was the last
time we did such an event and was the
last fundraising event from our old
studios and it raised £4,000. It was
also a weekend that started in bright
sunshine and ended in four inches of
snow!
We decided to hold the event over
the same weekend as before – the end
of Hospital Broadcasting Week – and
again combined the Friday’s shows
with an open day, inviting staff of the
hospital and friends of the station to
see us in action and find out more
about what we do.
It’s never certain what response
you’re going to get from open days.
Last year just one person turned up.
This year, visitors started arriving
soon after the doors opened and came
in a steady stream all day.
First to arrive was the Mayor of
Basingstoke, Councillor Keith
Chapman and he chatted to presenter
Paul Le Feuvre about what he does; he
also had a couple of requests played
and his wife joined in by reading the
HRB Diary live on air! Later we were
joined by our Trust’s Acting Chief
Executive and Chairman. who joined
presenter David Lawrence on air.
We had some enthusiastic visitors
from the children’s ward – in fact one
patient came to see us three times!
We had a visit from a local
newspaper reporter and the photo and
article appeared the following week.
The open day was only part of the
story. Called the ‘Music on Demand’
ON AIR <http://www.hbauk.com>

Marathon – Music on Demand being
the name we give to our requests. As
we broadcast 24 hours a day, we
needed to make sure we were being
sufficiently different so the aim was to
play as many requests as possible over
the course of the weekend.
With the help of two ward visitors
and lots of ward rounds, we managed
114 requests with many phoned in.
One listener said he had been listening
all weekend!
It was also a chance to do
something different on air and
following the success of interviews
and link ups using Skype, we pushed
the boundaries of technology once
again.
Andy McCormick, who does a
regular weekly show from his home in
New Zealand was planning to join in
live on Friday morning, former
member Scott Crozier planned an hour
live from Australia and Vernon Pearce
planned an hour live from Spain. It
didn’t quite work according to plan.
Andy miscalculated the time
difference and was 24 hours late
calling in and thanks to plane
cancellations, Scott hadn’t quite
reached Australia, so we had to make
do with a live link from Kuala Lumpur!
By happy coincidence, when Andy
did call, Vernon was already in the
middle of a live link so we had the
studio, Spain and New Zealand all on
the air at the same time! We also
linked up with other hospital radio
stations including Chelmsford, who
joined us throughout the weekend.
On Sunday afternoon, we did a tin
rattle at the hospital entrance and
found a potential new member and a
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fundraising contact in the process.
After 59 hours of frantic fun and
requests, we came to the final hour.
The idea was that other HRB members
would give a call to the studio and a
briefly remembering some of the best
bits of the weekend, would answer a
question about the news of the
weekend and win a prize for a listener.
Again we had several people on the air
from different locations all at once.
We gave out 10 goodie bags and
although the contents were simple –
car stickers, goodies and an HRB
magazine and CD, we received hugely
complimentary comments, one person
even gave us a donation because they’d
enjoyed our programmes so much. A
perfect end to a great weekend.
Spring 2011
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Mud, Mud, Glorious (?) Mud!!!!
Although not everyone’s idea of spending a Happy Easter, some members of BHR1287
spent their Easter Monday taking part and broadcasting the Maldon Mud Race ...
Some members of BHR1287 spent
Easter Monday broadcasting live the
legendary Maldon Mud Race back to
the staff and patients of Basildon
University Hospital.
Youngest presenter, Sam Brown,
who is only just 18 years old, took
park in the race alongside comedienne
Jo Brand, Sean Lock and presenter
Andy Akinwolere from children's TV
programme Blue Peter.
It was a fantastic day, the
atmosphere was great and it brought
over 12 thousand people into
Promenade Park, in Maldon, Essex and
it was all in aid of charity.
Jacqui James,Chairman
BHR1287
(Hospital Radio for Basildon)
The Maldon Mud Race is a wacky
fun race in which competitors compete
to be the first to complete a 400 metre
dash over the bed of the River
Blackwater. The race is organised by
the Lions & Rotary clubs of Maldon
and raises money for charity.
The race began in 1973 when a
regular of a local pub was challenged
to serve a meal on the riverbank
dressed in a tuxedo. It became a race
across the river to a waiting barrel of
beer, to consume a pint of beer and
race back. The barrel of beer has long
disappeared and the race has become a
charity event with many participants
wearing fancy dress. The event raises
tens of thousand of pounds for
charity.
The race can only take place when
the tide is low enough to allow
participants to run across safely.
Participants start from one bank and
make their way through water to the
other side, negotiate 200 metres of
mud along the river and then return
to the original riverbank.
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You’ve having a laugh if you’re expecting
me to go in there!

Jo Brand declared that she would not be
taking part next year!!
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View from the Basement
Our columnist, Brett Ellis and his unique view on life ... no hiding place!
going to chew my proverbial ear off. She saw me. I claimed I
had dropped ‘a pen’ and she continued to chew my ear off.
You can never avoid the inevitable by hiding; you can but
merely delay it.
HR presenters in my experience frequently hide. Some
enjoy the kudos of presenting their own shows and of
enjoying the more pleasurable elements of presenting. For
me, the live interviews are my Mecca, yet I will attempt to
hide should it be ‘Frank Sinatra’ week. Not that I have
anything against the great man, it just doesn’t fit into the
style of broadcast I choose to emit.
Every station has a presenter who hides. Usually it is
behind a tried and trusted genre. This could be, for example,
a ‘Beatles/Stones/Abba hour’ weekly show. Safe and steady
and totally non adventurous. The saving grace is (hopefully)
the listeners are all short termers and hence will not hear the
same show twice if you present weekly. For me though such
shows are a copout presented with little or no style or
imagination. For safe, see dull, mundane and uninspiring.
Some hide out of pure terror and fear. Anne Frank
famously hid for two long years in Amsterdam prior to her
capture and death from typhus in March 1945 within
touching distance of the end of WWII.
Whether it be behind a barbed wire fence, clothing or a
microphone, it is human nature to ‘hide’ once in a while. The
most famous ‘hiders’ of all have not shown on any radars for
many years (see Lord Lucan and Osama Bin Laden). Bin
Laden only a few days ago was finally found in his
‘compound’ and eliminated. He was, of course, the world’s
most famous (and hunted) hider, on the run for a decade
until he met his maker on a urine stained mattress in a
bedroom. With all the wealth accumulated, I am unsure why
he ended up in a building that resembles a crack den ... but
one man’s castle is another man’s hovel and all that.
Others hide for monetary gain and not out of fear. John
Darwin famously hid in South America in order to gain a
substantial insurance payout. His undoing was his stupidity
(and that of his wife’s) when they were pictured together
after his ‘death’. A real life Weekend at Bernie’s if ever there
was one.
Lord Brockett famously hid millions of pounds worth of
vintage cars. Not well enough though, he may concur, after
he was released from his five year jail sentence.
Some teenagers hide behind clothing. Emo’s, Goths and
the like have confidence issues and may see the psychological
hiding behind make up, black clothing and sunglasses as a
security blanket impenetrable to non Goths and more
importantly adults who wish to converse.

The Chinese artist Wei Wei has also gone missing recently.
His current whereabouts are unknown but the likelihood is
that he isn’t currently ensconced in the 5* Mandarin Hilton.
Hiding through choice is a world away from hiding through
necessity.
I once hid out of fear for my life. In Greece a decade or so
ago and alone in Athens (prior to a morning ferry ride to an
island), I ended up with a Greek fella having a pint that cost
200 euros. Of course I was not aware of the cost of the pint
prior to drinking it and soon found out the fine for non
payment once surrounded by a group of ten Albanians who
then proceeded to try and bundle me in the back of a car. I
am a non-violent man but I admit I did head butt one of the
attackers and then run across a motorway and scale a high
fence (whilst being sick on myself) as they sought
retribution. Three hours later, covered in vomit and having
spent 30 minutes hiding behind a dustbin, I eventually found
my hotel. Even in my agitated state I could see the look of
the receptionist that said ‘typical Brit Abroad’ as I tried to
retain a sense of adrenalin-fuelled decorum. In the space of
two weeks, I went from a group of guys trying to tan my
hide, to me hiding my (red, burnt and painful) tan.
Since then my holidays have been of the all inclusive
package variety. I now hide from short cuts and embrace the
same list of cocktails and food day on day.
Would I change this life of hiding and adventure for one of
programmed ordinariness? Not on your hide would I!!

I myself have hidden on occasions. I once was caught
hiding under a stairwell from a work colleague who was

Brettellis99@yahoo.co.uk
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What are the Risks of Becoming
a Charity Trustee?
Essential reading for Hospital Radio members thinking of taking a committee post – but please
don’t let it scare you. Sincere thanks to Russell-Cooke LLP, Solicitors for their words of wisdom
The rewards of being a trustee and
giving back to society, should
outweigh any worries about liabilities
which potential trustees might have.
However, anyone considering taking
up the role will want to know what
legal duties, responsibilities and
potential liabilities are involved. While
most people in the sector would find it
difficult to name a single situation in
which a trustee has actually suffered
personal loss and liability, anyone
wishing to become a trustee should
know what the potential risks could
be.
Many of us are concerned about
managing risk in the activities we
undertake. Trustees will want to know
what risks they could potentially face
and claims that may be brought
against them. Despite the potential
risks, cases where action has been
taken by the Charity Commission or
by the Courts against trustees are
almost unheard of amongst the
180,000 registered charities in
England and Wales. The Charity
Commission and the courts appreciate
that trustees are only volunteers and
they do not seek to punish them
except in the most serious cases of
fault or neglect. So don’t be put off.

Trustees’ Duties
Liabilities arise out of the duties the
trustee takes on for the organisation
they are appointed by. These are
personal obligations which come with
being a trustee. By accepting the ‘job’
of trustee, you agree to do the ‘job’
properly. The law and the governing
document set out the minimum that
must be done to achieve this. If you
fall below that minimum, the charity
itself, the Charity Commission or the
courts may take action which may
result in personal liability. Such action
is in fact very rare. Personal liability
generally only arises if the failure to
discharge duties actually causes loss to
the charity or improper gain to the
trustee.
Key trustees’ duties include:
• Managing conflicts of interest – a
trustee must act with integrity and
must disclose any conflict of interest
to the charity
• Not accepting personal benefits – a
trustee can not accept or direct any
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benefit from being a trustee unless it
is authorised by the charity’s
governing document or by the Charity
Commission
• Acting within the objects and the
powers of the charity’s governing
document
• Safeguarding the assets – this
means ensuring that money is
invested prudently
• Acting with care – using specialists
and advisers when required
• Acting collectively – trustees must
act as a group despite any dominant
individuals on the Board
If trustees do not discharge these
duties they may be personally liable to
replace the loss, be liable to criminal
prosecutions or be barred from being a
trustee in the future.
One of the main duties of a trustee
is not to receive any personal benefits
or payments, be they direct or
indirect, unless the governing
document or the Charity Commission
has authorised it. Any such benefit
that a trustee does receive could result
in the trustee being obliged to repay
the benefit he received. This is why
individuals cannot be paid for carrying
out their duties as trustees.

Duties of Company Directors
Trustees of charitable companies
have additional statutory duties. As
trustees of a charitable company they
will also be directors. Company
directors have a series of duties under
the Companies Act 2006 which are
very similar to those of trustees. Like
trustee duties, these arise because
they are directors of an incorporated
body and can be enforced against
them personally. These can be
summarised as:
• duty to act within the powers of
the governing document
• duty to achieve the charitable
purposes of the company but having
regard to other factors such as the
consequences for employees
• duty to exercise independent
judgement
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• duty to exercise reasonable care,
skill and diligence – this means not
just being careful but using the
general knowledge, skill and
experience that would be reasonably
expected of someone carrying out
your functions as well as any special
skills or knowledge that you had
• duty to avoid conflicts of interest
• duty not to accept benefits from
third parties by reason of being a
director and doing or not doing
something
• duty to declare an interest in any
proposed transaction or arrangements
The Charity Commission has
produced a number of helpful
documents summarising what
trustees’ duties are, in particular CC3
The Essential Trustee and CC60
Hallmarks of an Effective Charity.
The Charity Commission
emphasises that it is only likely to
enforce personal liability where a
trustee has acted dishonestly or
recklessly.
Under the Charities Act 2006 the
Charity Commission now has the
ability to relieve a trustee from
personal liability for breach of trust or
breach of duty if the trustee has acted
honestly and reasonably and ought
fairly to be excused.

Where do liabilities come
from?
Liabilities fall into the two
categories of governance liabilities and
operational liabilities.
Governance liabilities arise from the
duties that a trustee has. For example,
where a trustee has entered into a
contract with an organisation that
benefited the trustee. The trustee has
to repay the improperly obtained
profit.
Operational liabilities are liabilities
incurred by the organisation because
of what the organisation does. For
example, where the trustee of an
unincorporated charity signed a lease
for the organisation and it fails to pay
the rent.
Unlike governance duties, they do
not arise from the trustees’ personal
duties.
Spring 2011
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The Risks of Becoming a Charity Trustee?
Where operational liabilities
ultimately fall will depend upon
whether the organisation is
incorporated i.e. whether it was
established as (or has become) a
company limited by guarantee or other
corporate entity. If the charity is
incorporated then operational
liabilities generally fall on the
organisation.
Incorporation will reduce the risks
trustees will face as the charity has its
own legal personality and therefore
the charity is able to enter into
contracts in the name of the charity
rather than in the trustees’ names.
The trustees and the members will
have limited liability and therefore the
charity itself will be responsible
predominantly for the liabilities of the
charity.
Members’ liability is limited to the
amount of their guarantee for a
company limited by guarantee. If the
charity is not incorporated and cannot
meet its obligations, the trustees are
personally liable and the members of
an association may be liable as the
charity does not have its own separate
legal personality.
If an incorporated organisation
cannot meet the liability, it may have
to be wound up. But the trustees are
not themselves personally liable
except for in circumstances where they
have breached their trustees’ duties or
where, for example, they have been
involved in wrongful trading.
Wrongful trading is the criminal
offence of carrying on running the
operation and incurring debts once it
becomes clear or should have become
clear to a reasonable person that there
is no prospect of the organisation
being able to meet those obligations.
Once an incorporated body becomes
insolvent, the duties of its trustees are

to ensure that creditors are protected
and that no steps are taken which
would prejudice creditors or increase
their losses.
As operational liabilities arise out of
what the charity does or does not do,
there is an enormous range of acts or
omissions that could cause liability.
The services you provide, the property
you own, the staff you employ, the
statements and publications you
produce, the people you interact with,
the co-operations and collaborative
relationships you enter into, the
contracts you sign, the funding
agreements you enter into and the
advice your organisations give all carry
potential liability for the organisation
and may in certain cases cause
potential liability for the trustees.
Remember, incorporation alone will
not protect you from all liabilities.
Even if you are incorporated, there are
some pieces of law under which a
trustee may still be liable if they have
contravened the law, e.g. health and
safety.
Similarly, if a trustee directly
authorises a wrong, for example libels
someone or instructs someone to act
in a way that leads to loss being
caused by trespass, then a trustee as
well as the organisation may also be
liable.
By registering at Companies House
you receive the protection of limited
liability but registration requires a
number of obligations such as filing
annual returns and keeping proper
registers of who are the members and
who are the directors. If you fail in
these duties, the company and you
may be fined or in extreme cases
imprisoned.

Insuring the Organisation
Insurance of the organisation and

its activities and assets is always an
important duty for trustees and
trustee indemnity insurance can offer
protection for trustees.
The Charities Act 2006 permits
charities to pay for trustee indemnity
insurance unless the governing
document prevents it, but remember
although such insurance does provide
some cover, trustees may be surprised
at how limited a range of cover they
will get for their premium and many
charities do not for that reason take
out such insurance. Typically it covers
omission or negligence, breach of
statutory duty, errors in investment
decisions, breach of trust, libel and
slander, wrongful trading and a
wrongful act in respect of an employee
(e.g. discriminatory behaviour).
Like any insurance policy it will
have a number of exceptions and
limitations and it will generally not
cover personal liability of trustees for
contractual claims, not provide
protection against financial claims or
debt which the organisation cannot
meet, not protect against situations
where the trustee could be described
as having been reckless.
For further information, please
contact:
Andrew Studd Partner 0208 394 6414
Andrew.Studd@russell-cooke.co.uk
Sukanya Ransford Solicitor
020 8394 6496
Sukanya.Ransford@russell-cooke.co.uk
This material does not give a full
statement of the law. It is intended for
guidance only and is not a substitute for
professional advice.
No responsibility for loss occasioned as a
result of any person acting or refraining from
acting can be accepted by Russell-Cooke LLP.

© Russell-Cooke LLP. April 2011.
www.russell-cooke.co.uk

Nigel Dallard received the following email from Patrick Mizha, winner of this year’s John Whitney Award and thought
members would like to read what he said ...
Sent: Saturday, April 02, 2011 10:48pm
Hi Nigel,
I am having a great time here in the UK. Last week Jeff Brown invited me to the BBC World Service at Bush House; besides
being taken around to see their studios and the production teams for the Africa Service, I was also invited for radio and
magazine interviews for the BBC Africa service in the next two weeks.
Owing to the industrial action by the Air Zimbabwe staff, I have had to push forward my departure to 6th April.
In the meantime, would you remind HBA members who may have any studio equipment, PCs or laptops they want to
dispose of, to kindly consider giving to Hospinet. The British Embassy and Swedish International Development Agency
in Harare have emailed me to say they would facilitate that Hospinet gets financial support to meet the costs of freight
of equipment donated by HBA and other well wishers in the UK.
Natalie [Natalie Thomas of PPL who wanted to contact Patrick so she could promote his story to the board as an example
of the good work they are supporting] did email me requesting for an appointment. I will be seeing her at 12.30 next week
Thursday. I will update you of what will have transpired from the meeting. On Monday I will be visiting Radio Lion in
Surrey.
Nigel, thank you very much for your support and goodwill. Your guidance and advice has made a huge impact on my life
and I will always be grateful.
Best regards, Patrick Keep up the great work.
ON AIR <http://www.hbauk.com>
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News Round-up
From Across the Pond

A serious illness or injury involving
hospitalization, often a frightening
experience for children, is typically
compounded by boredom and isolation
from days or weeks of life in an
institutional setting. It’s now widely
recognized that combating these
psychological side-effects of in-patient
care can boost patient morale and
improve outcomes. With that in mind,
Ryan Seacrest — American Idol host,
radio personality and TV producer —
established the Ryan Seacrest
Foundation (RSF) to enhance the quality
of life for seriously ill and injured
children. In the case of RSF, the vehicle
is a series of broadcast media centers,
called THE VOICE, that the foundation is
building within pediatric hospitals to
enable young patients to explore the
creative realms of radio, television, and
new media.
The first RSF media center opened
recently at Children’s Healthcare of
Atlanta at Egleston, with another due to
open this summer at The Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia. Each location is
designed and equipped as a fullyfunctional radio and TV broadcast
studio, giving child patients the
opportunity to actively participate in the
hosting and production of live shows
that will be seen and heard on closed
circuit throughout the hospital. Children
in their hospital rooms will also be able
to participate by calling in requests and
taking part in call-in programs.
Seacrest’s broadcast engineer Brian
Clark, who works with RSF on THE VOICE
project, says the state-of-the-art
facilities ‘wouldn’t have been possible’
without the support of a variety of
broadcast manufacturers, including the
contribution by Electro-Voice of RE
family broadcast microphones. Seacrest
himself has been using the RE27N/D
broadcast microphone exclusively since
1995 for all his radio appearances,
including his daily radio show.
‘I am grateful to Electro-Voice for
generously donating their microphones
to the broadcast media centers my
foundation is building in children’s
hospitals,’ Seacrest says. ‘With their
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support, we are able to create a positive
form of interactive entertainment for
young patients that provides them with
an opportunity to experience being a
disc jockey, play their favourite songs,
and even interview celebrities.’
Through his discussions with doctors
during his visits to children’s hospitals
over the years, Seacrest learned that
when kids are involved in some sort of
engaging activity they are less focused
on their pain and thus request less pain
medication. That solidified Seacrest’s
determination, Clark says, to give kids in
the hospital ‘a place to go to outside of
their room, and also for kids who can’t
leave their rooms to be able to
participate in something by requesting
songs and communicating with kids in
other rooms.’
Clark says that Seacrest thought it
would be good to expand the radio
station concept into a media center that
incorporates both an in-hospital radio
station and a video conferencing
system. ‘The station isn’t terrestrial,’
Clark says ‘but it connects throughout
the hospital. The kids can come in and
be DJs, playing any genre of music. They
can go down there and get on the mic
and start talking to other kids that are in
their rooms, who can see them on
closed circuit TV. And the kids in the
rooms can call down and talk or make
requests.’
The media centers also provide a
place for interviews and appearances by
artists and celebrities that are arranged
by the foundation and hospital. In
Atlanta, that has so far included visits
from players on the Atlanta Braves and
Atlanta Thrashers sports teams, as well
as live performances by artists such as
Parachute and American Idol
contestants Crystal Bowersox, Kimberly
Caldwell, and Kellie Pickler.
Clark adds that the media centers are
‘physically designed to work well for the
kids, and they’re large enough that a
number of kids, even if they’re in
wheelchairs, can hang out there to
spend some time out of their rooms.’
The foundation will engage an on-site
facility manager at each center and will
train students from local high schools
and colleges to run the equipment,
providing them with the opportunity to
gain first hand experience in broadcast
operations.
To Clark, the greatest satisfaction of
RSF’s work is the chance to help
brighten the lives of children by taking
their minds off of the difficulties
inherent in their situation. ‘You can see
how excited the kids are when they
come into the media center,’ he says.
‘It’s great to see them participating in
everyday life even though they have to
be in the hospital. They really light up,
and it’s really inspiring to see them
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smiling despite the challenges of
sickness.’

About the Ryan Seacrest
Foundation

The Ryan Seacrest Foundation (RSF) is
a non-profit organization dedicated to
enhancing the quality of life for seriously
ill and injured children through unique
programs that utilize multimedia and
interactive platforms to enlighten,
entertain, and educate.
RSF's first initiative is to build
broadcast media centers, named THE
VOICE, within pediatric hospitals for
children to explore the creative realms
of radio, television, and new media.
RSF's aim is to contribute positively to
the healing process for children and
their families during their stay by
developing these centers to bring an
uplifting spirit to the hospital
community.
The Foundation believes that access
to multimedia experiences will bring
patients exciting and stimulating
adventures to encourage optimistic
thoughts during treatment. It is also
RSF's goal to bridge education into its
mission by creating internship programs
with THE VOICE for students from local
journalism schools, colleges, and
universities, allowing them to gain firsthand experience in broadcasting and
operating a multimedia center. For more
information, visit
www.ryanseacrestfoundation.org.

Hosiprog

Original drama and features for free
use by hospital radio stations, audio
magazines for the blind and community
radio stations.
Since the untimely death last year of
Dennis Rookard, the founder of
Hosiprog, Essex Audio Theatre and the
Old Court Radio Theatre Company have
continued to produce and record quality
material, with John Rhodes as recording
engineer. The original website was a
part of Dennis's telecom package, so we
have moved Hosiprog to
http://timespast.ning.com/group/hosipr
og, where you'll find more than fifty
plays and features, long and short. More
will be added, new or from the archive,
but on a highly irregular basis.
Anyone is welcome to listen to the
recordings or to download them and
they may be broadcast freely by
voluntary and community-run radio
stations.
These productions are available, free
of charge.
And if you have an questions,
comments or compliments, please
contact me at
rojerjohnson@yahoo.co.uk.
Thank you!
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Air Radio Gets Hands on with Sonifex
It also has both digital and
analogue input channels, together
with simultaneous analogue and
digital outputs.
For more information about the S2
Digital I/O Analogue Radio Broadcast
Mixer contact our sales team at:
sales@sonifex.co.uk.
As Air Studio is a non-profitmaking venture and in order to keep
the station going, the studio is
available for hire to third parties who
may wish to record their voice or a
radio programme.
More information on this can be
obtained by contacting the group
directly at
http://www.airradiogroup.co.uk/

Can You Help?

Air Radio started in 2007 as a
small internet based radio station,
run a few days a week, by a group of
14 year old students from a school
ICT classroom. Today, it operates
from a small studio just outside
Stafford in the UK and broadcasts at
http://www.airradiogroup.co.uk/
It is currently run by seven
members aged 16 to 25 and offers a
platform for young people to get
hands-on experience in radio and
other media, including graphic design
and live event planning.
The station broadcasts 25 hours of
live programming per week, which is
provided mainly by young people and
has recently put on its first live event
in the form of a gig to promote local
bands in the Stafford area.
In 2009, the station bought a 15 &
5 channel split Sonifex S2 Digital I/O
Analogue Radio Broadcast Mixer,
which is used as their main studio
console.
When asked why they had chosen
to buy a Sonifex product, Matt
Gumn, one of the seven members
said ‘We chose the S2 mixer because
of its flexibility and ease of use – for
a station working with a single
studio, it’s perfect because it’s
dedicated Audition bus allows us to
ON AIR
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record off-air during live output.
‘The simple interface makes the
desk very simple to use for people
who have never used professional
broadcast equipment before – it
means you can spend more time
thinking about your show rather
than worrying about what you need
to press next. Also, should we ever
require extra channels, we're not
stuck with a fixed format unit and we
don't need to get expensive digital
cards – we can simply order a new
channel and fit it ourselves – without
taking the station off-air if need be!
‘Also, the support we have received
from Sonifex, both pre-sale and aftersale has been absolutely first rate.’
The Sonifex S2 uses the latest
technology components and offers
digital audio quality with analogue
reliability in a modular format. It has
a wide range of input and output
channels, PFL/cue, fader-start
operation of equipment, automatic
monitor muting on mic-live, light
switching remote outputs, optional
EQ on input modules, gram amp
input options and two main audio
buses, allowing you to broadcast on
the PGM bus while recording on the
AUD bus, with bus output selection
on each module.
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HBA Public Relations Manager,
Sean Dunderdale, is working with a
producer of Radio 4’s Archive Hour
with the idea of doing an hour about
the history of Hospital Radio.
Do you have any archived material
from your station’s early history that
may be useful to Sean. If so, please
get in touch with him as soon as
possible and he will be in touch.
You can contact Sean on
publicrelations@hbauk.com.

Thank You, Paul
Paul Easton has stepped down as
HBA Programming Advisor and will
no longer be checking his HBA email
account which means anything sent
to programming@hbauk.com will sit
on the mailserver unless accessed by
someone else.
If you need to contact Paul, please
do so via paul@pauleaston.co.uk
Although he has stood down as
Programming Adviser he hopes this
will not mean closing doors
completely. He has indicated to Sean
and Iain that he is still willing to be
a judge for the Awards.
He has also spoken with Jim about
a possible seminar for next year’s
Conference.
Paul stated that, both from his
own category, as well as speaking
with Barnie, Paul and Scott, that the
overall standard of entries this year
was very high and all winners and
the nominees have much to be proud
of.
Spring 2011
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HBA Autumn Training Day 2011
The venue is The Ramada Leeds Parkway Hotel, Otley Road, Leeds, LS16 8AG
on Saturday 15th October 2011.
Training Track 1 - Presentation & Interview Skills
This will enhance presenters’ on-air skills, including general radio presentation and interview techniques.

Training Track 2 - Health & Safety
This course is designed to enhance the attendees' understanding of the legal requirements, and how they relate Hospital Radio.
At the end of the course participants will understand the process of how to conduct and record a health & safety inspection and
risk assessment, thus reducing the risk of injury and of possible prosecution and litigation.

The whole day’s training, including lunch, will be provided for only £15 per delegate

Format of the Day
10:00 Registration/refreshments
10:30 Welcome/Introduction
11:00 Training session 1
12:30 Lunch
13:15 Training session 2
15:15 Refreshments
15:45 Training session 3
17:15 Finish
The two training tracks will run in parallel. Delegates must select which track they wish to attend at time of booking.
The training team can be contacted by email at: training@hbauk.com.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

National Training Day, Saturday 15th October 2011.
To secure your place, please complete and return this form to: John Bryson, 2 Lawrence Moorings, Sheering Mill Lane,
Sawbridgeworth, Hertfordshire, CM21 9PE no later than Friday, 30th September 2011, together with a cheque for £15 per
delegate payable to ‘HBA’.
Please ensure that you indicate the selected training track for each delegate and advise us of any special needs they may have.
The first name shown below will be the station's “team leader”.
Station Name ..............................................................................................................................................................
Delegate name (Please Print)

E-mail address

Training Track

........................................................................................................................................

1.

2.

2. ........................................................................................................................................

1.

2.

3.

........................................................................................................................................

1.

2.

4.

........................................................................................................................................

1.

2.

5.

........................................................................................................................................

1.

2.

1.

Special needs ............................................................................................................................................................................................

To avoid disappointment, please book early, as places for each training session are limited
ON AIR
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Regional Reps details
Region

Rep

AddRess

phone

e-mAil

Regional
Manager

Dave Lockyer

54 School Lane
Higham
Rochester
Kent ME3 7JF

0870 321 6005

regions@hbauk.com

Anglia

Mike Sarre

0870 765 9601

anglia@hbauk.com

Home

Donald McFarlane

0870 765 9602

homecounties@hbauk.com

London

Ben Hart

0870 765 9603

london@hbauk.com

0870 765 9604

midlands@hbauk.com

Midlands

North

David Nicholson

0870 765 9605

north@hbauk.com

Northern
Ireland

Davey Downes

0870 765 9606

nireland@hbauk.com

North West

David McGealy

0870 765 9607

northwest@hbauk.com

Scotland

Jim Simpson

0870 765 9608

scotland@hbauk.com

South

Neil Ogden

0870 765 9609

south@hbauk.com

South East

Jason Cook

0870 765 9611

southeast@hbauk.com

Wales & West

Darran Huish

0870 765 9613

waleswest@hbauk.com

Yorkshire

Iain Lee

0870 765 9614

yorkshire@hbauk.com

Please address correspondence to the Regional Reps at:
Hospital Broadcasting Association, PO Box 341, Messingham, Scunthorpe DN15 5EG
All members of the EC and Regional Reps are volunteers and will respond to any contact as quickly as possible. Please understand however,
that work or family commitments mean that availability may not always be immediate and may be limited to evenings and weekends.
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